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Through Partners in Learning, Microsoft aims to transform education through more effective use of technology.

THE MISSION
To inspire, identify, share and scale practices and behaviors that improve learning outcomes.

THE GOAL
Partners in Learning - Thailand

- Microsoft MultiPoint
  - Pilot in two schools in Bangkok since Feb 07
  - Rolling out to 100 schools nationwide by FY08
  - Create and provide a tangible, meaningful using ICT in teaching and learning

- Peer Coaching
  - National rollout to more than 1,300 schools
  - Curriculum was adopted to be national curriculum

- Learning to Lead Change
  - Aligned with national education policy and Education Act
  - Cascade training to 600 schools in May 07 and continue phase II which expand to 1,400 schools

- Thai Localization
  - Digital Literacy
  - Microsoft Math
  - Security Curriculum (Child online safety)
  - ICT Accessibility (adopted by MOE for special education and blinded student)

- School of the Future
  - Working with OBEC to customize SOF model for 4 schools in 4 regions

- Microsoft MARVIN
  - National rollout to 80 schools
  - 60 Master teachers trained

- Microsoft IT Youth Challenge

- Innovative Teacher Forum
National Education Act B.E. 2542 (1999) with Microsoft PiL Thailand Strategic

Objectives and Principles of Act: Lifelong education for all, All segment of society participating in, and continuous development of knowledge and learning process.
Learning to Lead Change

12-13 March 2007
The Grand Hotel Bangkok

Microsoft IT Youth Challenge

Microsoft Innovative Teacher

Microsoft Math

Microsoft MultiPoint
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